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INTRODUCTION 


In recent years considerable research has been under

taken to determine the relationship between sedimentary 

particles and their dynamic behaviour in the aqueous environ

ment during erosion, transportation and deposition. The 

gathered data suggests that the terminal fall velocity is an 

extremely important characteristic of the sediment particles; 

the fall velocity in turn is a function of the properties of 

the particles and the surrounding fluid. 

For example, Simons and others (1965) concluded from 

experiments in a recirculating flume that fall velocity is the 

primary variable that determines the interaction between the , 

bed material and the fluid. Jopling (1965) used the computed 

settling velocities of sedimentary particles to predict the 

grain size distributions of the bottomsets and toesets of 

experimentally produced deltas. He concluded that his "path 

line method" yielded a reasonable degree of agreement between 

computed and actual results. 

Many problems in the interpretation of ancient and 

modern sediments are related to settling velocity phenomena. 

For example, a micaceous sand, composed predominantly of high 

sphericity quartz grains may contain low sphericity mica flakes 

of a sieve diameter much larger than the mean sample size and 

heavy minerals of a much smaller sieve diameter. The difficul

ty now arises in interpreting whether the deposition of the 
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mica and heavy mineral fractions occurred under the same sedi

mentary conditions as the deposition of the quartz or during 

periods _of high and low fluid velocities. As a further exten

sion 'of this same_ problem one may consider a suspended load of 

constant mineralogical composition where differing sphericity 

values occur. In such a situation there may be an apparent 

inverse of the general rule that mean particle size decreases 

in the direction of transportation due to the fact that small, 

highly spherical particles may settle more quickly than larger 

low sphericity particles. Plainly, the above problems can 

only be _solved when one studies settling velocities and their 

relationship to size, shape and density. Thus, a size distri

bution obtained by settling techniques will be most useful in 

interpreting the dynamic characteristics of transportation and 

deposition. 

The thesis, then, is to describe a settling tube, 

built at McMaster University, for the mechanical analysis of 

sand size samples using settling velocities. This paper out

lines the basic theory behind the apparatus, describes the 

technical data and method of analysis and deduces the accuracy 

and consistency of the method. 

In brief, this sedimentation tube measures the sett

ling velocity distribution of a sediment sample as follows. A 

pressure transducer consisting of a movable diaphram device 

continuously measures the pressure differential between two 
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small outlets in the tube and this data is recorded on a 

graph electronically. When no sediment is settling in the tube 

the transducer is essentially measuring the pressure differen

-tial between two columns of water with equal heads; that is, 

zero differential pressure. As soon as sediment is introduced 

between the two outlets the pressure increases at the lower 

outlet. Zero differential pressure again occurs in the tube 

only after all the sediment has settled past the lower outlet. 

When a range of settling velocities is present in the sample 

the graphically recorded rate of change of pressure can be 

calibrated to represent the settling velocity distribution 

of the sediment. If a size distribution based on any other 

size parameter such as fall diameter, nominal diameter, sieve 

diameter, etc. is desired, the settling velocity distribution 

curve may be analyzed to represent such a size distribution. 



THEORY 


Mechanical analysis may be defined as the quanti 

tative expression of the size frequency of the particles in 

a sediment. Because sedimentary particles are not spherical 

and often highly irregular in shape, size is necessarily poor

ly defined and may be expressed in a number of ways. Size has 

variously been expressed as: 

1. Volume 

2. Weight 

3. Surface area 

4. Cross sectional area or projection area 

5. Settling velocity 

6. Intercept through particl~ or particle projection. 

Of these the settling velocity is the fundamental 


property governing the motion of a sediment particle in a 


fluid. It is more than merely a measure of physical size, 


since it is a function of the particle's volume, shape, and 


density, and the viscosity and density of the fluid. 


If an attempt is to be made to use settling veloci

-ties as a basis for mechanical analysis of sediments, an 

understanding of the theory governing the motion of the indi

vidual falling particles is required. The theory behind the 

settling of spherical particles is well known. Excellent 

summaries may be found in reference number 59-36 of the Woods 

Hole Oceanographic Institution by Zeigler and Gill (1959) and 
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report number 12 of the Inter-Agency Committee on Water 

Resources by Colby and others (1957). 

When a particle moves through an extensive, incom

pressible, viscous fluid at rest two types of forces act 

over the surface of the particle. Over any infinitesimal 

area of the particle a pressure force acts normal to that area 

and a viscous shear force acts parallel or tangentially to the 

area. The components of these forces taken in the direction 

of motion of the particle and summed over the entire surface 

result in what is called profile drag. Moreover, the com

ponents of these forces taken normal to the direction of motion 

and summed over the entire surface result in what is called 

lift. 

The relative importance of the pressure and viscous 

shear forces, or in other words, the inertia and viscous forces 

depends on the type of flow situation gen~rated by the particle 

motion. When a particle is falling slowly or if viscous forces 

are providing nearly all the resistance to motion, the lines of 

flow within the fluid are deformed to flow around the particle. 

In other words the fluid deformation is sufficiently gradual 

that flow lines do not become unstable and the flow remains 

laminar. At thigher fall velocities viscous forces are re

duced, inertia forces increase in magnitude and the flow be

comes turbulent. 

Basically, these forces acting on a settling particle 

can be described in terms of three parameters: 
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1. Reynolds number 

2. a drag coefficient 

3. an expression of shape. 

The Reynolds number, 

vd 
Re = n 

v 

where v = settling velocity of a particle 

d = nominal diameter: diameter of a 
n 

sphere having the same volume as the 

particle 

v = kinematic viscosity of the fluid 

is a dimensionless ratio which describes the relative impor

tance of the inertia and viscous forces in determining the 

fall velocity. Large Reynolds numbers indicate large inertia 

forces compared to viscous forces, a condition which results 

in turbulent flow. On the other hand, small Reynolds numbers 

indicate relatively small inertia forces and are associated 

with laminor or viscous flow. 

The drag coefficient, 

where: ps = density of the particle 

pf = density of the fluid 

g = acceleration due to gravity 

is a dimensionless ratio which measures the retarding force 

acting on the falling particle. This retarding force is caused 
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by profile drag and lift, which in turn, are a result of the 

pressure and viscous shear forces. 

Under conditions of laminar flow, or in general when 

the Reynolds number is less than 0.1, viscous shear forces 

account for most of the drag. As the Reynolds number or fall 

velocity increases the flow gradually becomes turbulent and 

the drag is better described by pressure or inertia forces. 

Turbulences begin at Reynolds numbers of about 3 and become 

well formed at Reynolds numbers of about 3 and become well 

formed at Reynolds numbers of about 20. 

The shape of the falling particle largely determines 

the path that the flow lines take around it. When the flow is 

laminar the flow lines merely move around the corners and edges 

of irregular particles without become unstable. Therefore, 

during laminar flow the shape is not a very important para

meter in determining the fall velocity. At higher fall 

velocities shape is the major factor controlling the form and 

intensity of the turbulence and 1 thus, must be taken into 

account in computing the fall velocity. 

Since sedimentary particles possess an infinite 

variety of shapes it is impossible to define completely an 

expression for shape. Of the many shape factors which have 

been suggested the most satisfactory one appears to be: 

S.F. = cjlab (McNown and Malaika, 1950) 
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where; a = longest axis 

b = intermediate axis 

c = shortest axis of the three mutually 

perpendicular axes of the particle. 

From the theoretical discussion of Re and CD it 

appears that: 

CD= f(Re) 

In fact, a dimensionless CD-Re diagram shows that for any par

ticular shape the drag coefficient is a function of the 

Reynolds number up to very high values (Re = 500,000 for 
, 

spheres). CD-Re diagrams have been determined empirically for 

various shape factors including spheres. In graphs such as 

figure 1 there are six variables involved in the computations. 

If any one variable is unknown, sya fall velocity, it can be 

found by trial and error solution of the CD and Re equations 

using the corresponding curve (Colby and others, 1967). 

In the preceding discussion a procedure has been 

described whereby the fall velocity of individual grains sett

ling in an extensive fluid may be calculat~d. In a settling 

tube, where there is a population of grains present and the 

sides of the tube are restricting their fall, errors arise due 

to the mass properties of the sediment. These errors may be 

grouped under: 

1. Hindered settling 

2. Wall interference 
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3. Settling convection (Kuenen, 1968). 

Hindered settling, which results from the mutual 

interference of settling particles, is related to the concen

tration of the sample, and wall interference effects are re

lated to the size of the settling tube (Vanoni and others, 

1962} (Colby and others, 1957}. The combined effects of hin

dered settling and wall interference are generally thought 

to be small and quantitative corrections for these errors are 

generally omitted in settling velocity distribution determina

tions (Ziegler and others, 1960}. 

Settling convection signifies the current system set 

up by differences in density of clouds· in a settling suspension 

(Kuenen, 1968). It tends to increase the fall velocity of sand 

grains, especially the fine sizes, released at the top of the 

settling tube. Settling convection is thought to be a much 

more serious error than hindered settling or wall interference . 
. 

These errors due to the mass properties of the sediment can be 

minimized by decreasing the sample size, increasing the dia

meter of the settling tube and choosing an appropriate method 

of introduction. 

The direct determination of the fall velocity distri~ 

bution appears to be a logical approach to the classification 

of sediments, and this can be achieved simply with a sedi

mentation column. However, the concept of size has been a 

predominant aspect of sedimentation research for several years. 
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Therefore, it is mandatory that the fall velocity be related to 

some measure of "size". The nominal diameter (d ) of a particle
n . 

is the diameter of a sphere which has the same volume as the 

particle. Since volume is a basic measure of size and the fall 

velocity of a spherical particle can be calculated theoretical

ly, the nominal diameter is generally used to express settling 

tube values in terms of size. 



REVIEW OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

Techniques used for the determination of particle 

size analysis by sedimentation are generally based on two fun

damental types of settling systems. A dispersed system is one 

in which particles of different sizes settle together from an 

initially uniform dispersion. A system in which particles 

start settling from a con~on source is called a stratified 

system since the falling particles become stratified according 

to their settling velocities. 

In the early 1900's investigations of the analysis 

of size distribution by sedimentation were mostly based on 

dispersed systems, whereas later studies tended towards stra, 

tified-sedimentation systems which are much moare adaptable to 

the larger sand sizes. An excellent SU!"Tlffiary of the early work 

in this field is given by Krumbein and Pettijohn (1938). 

A sedimentation column based on a stratified

sedimination system was developed by Emery (1938). The essen

tial components of Emery's apparatus are a short tube in which 

the sample is dispersed and a settling column 164 em. high 

into the top of which the dispersed sample is poured. Colby 

and others (1957) developed a visual-accumulation tube which 

was a modification of the Emery settling tube. Basically they 

improved the method of introduction of the sample and added a 

manually operated recording device which provided a permanent 

and continuous record of accumulation. In both these visual 
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accumulation methods the volumetric accumulation of deposited 

s~diment with respect to time is measured visually in a con

tracted section at the bottom of the tube. 

Ziegler and others (1960) described the ~voods Hole 

Rapid Sediment Analyzer which automatically records an accumu

lation curve for a sediment sample. This apparatus measures 

the difference in hydrostatic pressure generated by sediment 

in suspension between two points approximately one meter apart 

by means of a bellows type pressure transducer combined with 

a chart recorder. In 1966, Schlee modified and calibrated the 

W.H.R.S.A. 
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EQUIPMENT 


The sediment analyzer (fig. 2 and fig. 3) used in 

this study is a modification of the original Woods Hole Rapid 

Sediment Analyzer described by Whitney (1960). The settling 

tube is 2-1/2 inches inside diameter and 1 metre long from the 

point of introduction of the sediment ~o the centreline of the 

lower pressure tap. Both the settling tube and the sediment 

release chamber are constructed of lucite plastic. The pres

sure lines, overflow tube and supply filler tube are rubber. 

A storage tank is situated above the level of water 

in the sediment release chamber and filling of the column is 

acco~plished by gravity feed. An overflow tube is provided to 

maintain a water level that covers the sediment introduction 

device and the upper pressure tap. The storage tank holds a 

supply of distilled water which was equilibrated to the tem

perature of the entire system. It was found that the distilled 

water supply available at McMaster University did not require 

extensive de-aeration as was carried out by Whitney (1960) and 

Schlee (1966) both of whom used tap water. The distilled 

water was always allowed to remain in the storage tank at 

least 24 hours before use, and at no time were bubbles ob

served to form either in the settling tube or within the 

pressure sensing system. The sediment release chamber is 

fitted with a plywood cover to keep out dirt and minimize 

evaporation. 
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The main modification of the W.H.R.S.A. was in the 

construction of the sediment introduction device. Without 

doubt the method of introduction of a sample into suspension is 

the most difficul~ problem to overcome in the design of a sett 

ling column. In a column such as the one described here the 

sample obviously should be introduced at least at the level of 

the upper pressure tap and preferably between the two pressure 

taps. Desirable featu+es of a sediment introduction device are: 

1. 	 Turbulence eddies and surface wavelets resulting from 

the settling of the sample itself and from the mechani

cal action of the release device should be minimized. 

2. 	 The sample should begin settling with an initially 

homogeneous and horizontally dispersed distribution 

in order to reduce the effects of hindered settling 

and settling convection. 

3. 	 The sample size used should be as small as possible 

to minimize accelerated settling due to density dif

ferences and, at the same time, it should be sufficient

ly large to be representative of the original popula

tion. 

4. 	 The sample should be introduced wet. 

The device used was suggested by Dr. J. R. Kramer of 

McMaster University. It consists of a solid lucite plastic 

cylinder which rotates about a horizontal axis. A hole drilled 

radially in the cylinder accomodates the sediment sample. The 

sample is placed in the device with the hole.opening upward. 
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Then the sediment is released into the settling tube when the 

cylinder is rotated by means of a release cord until the hole 

opening faces down the tube. Visual observations showed that 

sediment released in such a manner entered the settling tube 

uniformly. 

The transducer used with the settling tube is a Pace 

pressure transducer model P90D. The pressure sensing element 

within the transducer consists of a diaphram placed between 

two symmetrical core inductance assemblies and separating two 

pressure chambers. The transducer is equipped with two 

bleeder valves to eliminate trapped air. 

This transducer is coupled with a Sanborn, model 321, 

amplifier recorder. The recorder provides a chart width of 

5 mm., timing marks, several chart speeds, an electric stylus, 

a pen marker and several attenuator settings. 



OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE 


Before placing a sample in the analyzer it must be 

thoroughly wetted and dispersed. Methods of accomplishing 

these objectives are discussed by Krumbein and Pettijohn 

(1938) as well as· by other standard textbooks of sedimentary 

petrography. Material beyond the range of sand sizes (coarser 

than -2.0 ~ and finer than 4.0 ~) should be screened out 

(Schlee, 1966). This is especially important if the silt and 

clay size fraction is large. 

In this study the samples were placed in small glass 

vials which were filled with distilled water and capped at least 

24 hours prior to analysis. Dispersion was carried out by 

vigorous shaking and use of an ultransonic probe in some cases. 

Each sample was placed in the introduction device by uncapping 

the vial and holding t.he thumb over the opening until it was 

below the water level in the sediment release chamber. After 

all the sample had been transferred to the introduction device 

the thumb was replaced over the vial opening and the vial was 

wi thdravm. In this manner several samples could be run with

out changing the volume of water within the analyzer. 

Many test samples showed that the optimum sample sizes 

were approximately 5 and 10 grams (accurate weighing is not 

necessary) coupled with attenuator settings on the recorder of 

10 and 20 respectively. These values gave the maximum deflec

tion of the pressure curve that would remain on the chart. 

16 
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Just before a sample is run the sample identification, 

attenuator setting and water temperature are written on the 

chart opposite to where the curve is to be recorded. The 

paper drive is then begun at a speed of 5 mm /sec and the 

sample is introduced. At the same instant the sample is 

introduced a stop-watch is started. When the first particle 

is observed passing the lower pressure tap a time mark is 

made on the chart. At time 35 seconds of the run the chart 

speed is changed from 5 mm /sec to 1 mm/sec. Figure 4a 

shows the record of a run. The purpose of changing the chart 

speed pa~t way through the run is to increase the slope of 

the curve and facilitate the reading of data from the curve. 

After the curve has returned to the baseline the chart drive 

is turned off and the graph is removed from the recorder for 

analysis. 

The first step in analysis is to .mark on the curve the 

point that corresponds to the time when the first particle 

passed the lower pressure tap. This point is used to re

present the total pressure differential caused by all the 

sediment in suspension. A size-time overlay (fig. 4b) prin

ted on clear plastic is then used to read the cumulative 

percent of each size value from the curve. The chart speed 

changes are incorporated in the overlay and it is placed over 

the curve so that the 35 second points correspond on both the 

curve and the overlay. The baseline of the overlay is matched 

to the projection of the zero differential pressure line of 
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the curve. Percentiles are found for each point desired using 

a Gerber variable scale. The Gerber variable scale, which di

vides a line into 100 equal divisions, is set to the deflection 

distance (or total pressure point) and then moved along the 

zero differential pressure line to the size grades (or fall 

velocities) marked on the overlay. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Standard Samples 

The first major obstacle to be overcome in analyzing 

size by settling velocities is the lack of standard samples 

with known fall velocity distributions. This is a universal 

problem in sedimentological research. However, this problem 

can be overcome. It has been shm"n previously that the fall 

velocity for individual spherical particles can be calculated 

using the well known CD-Re relationship. Ideally, quartz 

spheres could be used to calibrate the settling column direct

ly in terms of the theoretical fall diameter (the diameter of 

a sphere with a specific gravity of 2.65 and the same fall, 

velocity as the particle) . 

Since the quartz sphere is a theoretical rather than a 

practical entity the following procedure was adopted. Glass 

spheres were obtained commercially and sieved at 1/2 phi inter

vals. This provided fractions, each with a range of 1/2 phi 

units, which were recombined to provide samples with known size 

distributions. Using the CD-Re relationship the size distribu

tion was converted to a fall velocity distribution. Because 

spheres were used, the criticism that fall"velocity and sieving 

measure size in two different ways is not valid in this case. 

For determining the fall velocity of an individual par

ticle using the Reynolds number and drag coefficient the 

nominal diameter of the particle, kinematic viscosity of the 
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fluid, density of the particle, and the acceleration due to 

gravity were required. 

In this study the nominal diameter was identical to 

the sieve diameter because spheres were used. No attempt 

was made to determine the accuracy of.the sieves using the 

optical microscope because the determination of the internal 

consistency of the experimental data was the prime concern. 

Moreover, it was believed that if sieve corrections had been 

made they would have been very small (Colby and others, 1957). 

Sieve sizes given in this report are, therefore, the nominal 

values. 

All experimental runs were car~ied out at 22°C. At 

this temperature the kinematic viscosity and the density of 

pure water are: 

v = 0.00960 stokes 

pf = 0.998 gm/cm 

The density of the glass spheres (p ) was found to vary
s 

with size. Calculations with a 5 ml specific gravity bottle 

gave the following size-density analysis. 
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Size Density (p ) 
¢ Units Run 1 · Run· 2 sRun 3 Average 

-0.5 to -2.0 2.528 2.526 2.525 2.526 

0.5 to -0.5 3.005 3.010 3.009 3.008 

1.5 to 0.5 2.449 2.448 2.451 2.449 
0 

2.5 to 1.5 2.454 2.465 2.462 2.460 

4.0 to 2~5 2.452 2.458 2.460 2.457 

2The acceleration due to gravity is 981 em/sec . 

Using the above data the theoretical fall velocity was 

calculated for the 1/2 phi sizes of glass spheres from -2.0 

phi fo +4.0 phi (table 1 and figure 5). Note that spheres of 

the -1.0 phi class were not available for the experimental work 

and, therefore, the fall velocity has not been calculated. 

Sensitivity 

The first samples run in the sediment analyzer were 

small charges of glass spheres that were introduced in order to 

determine the size of the smallest sample that would cause the 

system to react. The recorder was sensitive to samples as small 

as 0.01 grams at an attenuator setting of 10. Therefore in 

a 5 gram sample, the sediment analyzer probably has a sensitivi

ty of 0.2 percent by weight. 

Uncalibrated Overlay 

Next, sieved fractions of single phi sizes were used 

to find the experimental fall velocity for each phi class. 

For each class four samples of 0.5 grams each were run. The 
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resulting fall velocities for each size were averaged and the 

~tandard deviations were calculated. The results are shown in 

Table 1 and Figure 5. Small samples were used in these runs 

in order to minimize errors resulting from the mass properties 

of the sediment. 

The fall velocities of the single phi sizes were used 

to construct an uncalibrated overlay (fig. 4b). The fall times 

for this overlay were calculated by determining the time it 

would take for each size of glass spheres to settle 1 metre 

(the length of the settling tube). This overlay is referred 

to as uncalibrated because it did not take into account varia

tions in fall time which might result when various size grades 

are present in a sample distribution. 

Consistency 

Three artificial sample distributions were then run. 

A fine, an intermediate and a coarse distribtition (fig. 6) were 

made up to recombining sieved fractions of glass spheres as 

follows. 

Size Distribution -- percent coarser 
0 Units Fine Intermediate Coarse 

-0.5 0.5 2 

0.0 2.5 8 

0.5 2 8 22 

1.0 7 22 42 

1.5 20 44 66 

2.0 40 68 85 
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2.5 66 86 95 

3.0 84 95 98.8 

3.5 95 99 99.8 

4.0 100 100 100 

For each distribution 12 samp1es of 5 grams each and 12 

samples of 10 grams each were run, making a total of 72 runs. 

Using the uncalibrated overlay the cumulative percent for each 

phi size in the distribution was read from the recorded pressure 

curve. The curve analyses are shown in tables 2 and 3. Tables 

4 and 5 give the average values for each percentile over the 12 

runsoand the alculated standard deviations. Figure 7 displays 

graphically the average deviations of the experimental size 

distributions from the sieve distributions for each sample. 

Analysis of variance tables were calculated for each 

phi size (0.5 phi to 3.0 phi) in order to determine if the ex

perimental results showed any significant difference between 

sample sizes (5 and 10 grams) and/or whether there was any 

significant interaction between the sample sizes and the sample 

distributions (fine, intermediate and coarse). The results of 

the analyses of variance are shown in table 6. The total 

variance for each table is 2 sample sizes x 3 samples x 12 runs. 

Significant differences were seen to exist between 

samples in all cases at the 0.95 level. These were, of course, 

expected since the samples were made up with different distri 

butions. Significant differences between sample sizes were 
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observed only for the 1.0 phi class, and significant interaction 

occurred in the 1.0 phi and 3.0 ph~ classes. 
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f:,amp1e- Fine 
Si?.e - 5 ~~rants 

Size·::· Dis tr•:ibu tion-- per-cent co nrs or·::--:~ 

0 Units 1 2 3 It 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

o._s 

1.0 
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L1.• o 
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rr.ABLE 2- (continued) 

S_ample- Coarse 
Size ·- 5 grams 

S.ize'::· Distribution--percent coarser·:~-:;. 

r/J Units 1 2 ? 
_/ l~ 5 6 ? 8 9 10 11 12 

-0~5 3 1 J 1 2 2 JJ 3 1 l 1 1 

o.o 7 5 7 6 5 8 7 7 5 5 tr. _r; 
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)~. 0 100 100 100 100 

-;~ Deter1nl neci b~J s:"Lovir1g 
~~--~~~ u·ncalibJ:atecl VEllt10S 



T.ABLE 3 

~>a1npJ..e- }!line 
Size - 10 _g:r~arr1s 

Size-:< Distribution-- percent c oars e r-::-::

0 Units 1 2 3 ) ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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~ABLE )-(continued) 

Sample- Coarse 
Sj_ze - 10 grams 

Size-:: Distribution--percent co 2.1-")ser-;~-~~ 

0 Units 1 2 3 L~. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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~:.!.amr1e- Pine 
Siz.e - r:; rrrarns 

/ ' ' 
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Dis tribu tion-X:·:~ Deviation 
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'J~ABLE 1~- (c ontinuP.d) 

Sample- Coarse 
0'c)]_ ze - 5 grams 

0.u]_ze Sieve Distr·ihution ~verape Experimental Sta.ndnrd 
Dis tr:Lhu t ion-x-:: Deviation 

0 Units pel.'crmt coarser per·cent C02crscr dx 

-0.5 2 1.8 1.0 

0.0 8 _5. 9 1.2 

Or5 22 19.9 1.0 

1.0 1~2 }~8. 9 1.1+ 

1.5 66 67.8 1 . )[ 

2.0 85 86.6 1.2 

2.5 95 95. L~ 0.9 

J.O 98.8 ·98. 5 0.5 

3.5 99.8 99.7 0 .:)rJ 

/t.O 100 100.0 0.0 

-::- l~verae;od over 12 d11plicr:d;e runs 



TA RI 10 5'... I. _l,LJ 

S8mp1e- Fine 
S:ize - 10 grams 

,.., -· ,_·;l/7,8 
0.
,)J.OV C D:i.stributj_on i~vero.ge Experimental Standard 

Dis tribution-x~~ Deviation 
0 TJni ts peJ~·ccn t coarser percent 008.J'S(U' 6x 

0.5 2 1.5 0.5 

1.0 7 10.1 2.?. 

1.5 20 22.6 l~. 7 

2.0 )_1_0 L~9. 7 ?..9 

2.5 66 76.2 1.8 

_3.0 81_~ B7.2 1._3 

3 ~ - ./ 95 95._3 0.9 

l+·· 0 100 99.9 0._3 

Sa·rnp1e- 'Intermecliatc 
S:L zc - 10 grams 

0 UnitE'. 

-0 •.s 

Sieve Distribution 

poi'C8,nt coRr·sor 

0 • ;>r.' 
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Distr:ibu tion-x-::
po:t"cent coarser 

0.3 
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Dev :i.at;j_on 

6x 

0.5 

0.0 ..... r' c.. •.) 1.8 0.6 
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1.0 22 3 ')1 .. _.) 1.6 

1.5 l ~1~ 51.5 2.1 

?.0 68 71~.• 8 1.7 

2.5 86 90.9 0.6 

J.O 9(
_./ 9tJ, 3 0.6 

99 99.1 0._3 

l.L.O 100 100.0 OoO 

. .(coru;Jnuoc, ) 



TABLE 5-(continuod) 

Sample- CoRrso 
Si zo 

Size 

0 Units 

C' •'-'J_evo Distribution 

percent coersor 

J\vertlfS8 Experirnontal 
Dis t rib ution-X-::
percElnt C08.1.'S8r 

StDnc1ard 
Deviation 

6x 

-0.5 

0.0 

o.s 
1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.5 

'3.0 

3.5 

l!. 0 

2 

8 

22 

)~2 

66 

85 

95 

98.8 

99.8 

100 

1.8 

6. )~ 

20.5 

51l.5 

71.3 

87.9 

96.7 

99.0 

99. 0 
I 

100.0 

0.5 

0.9 

1.9 

2.3 

2.2 

1.1,_ 

0.6 

o. L~ 

O.J 

o.o 
* Avora~ed over 12 duplicate runs 



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

As the first step in investigating the characteristics 

of the sediment analyzer single phi sizes were run, and the 

resulting fall velocities were compared with the calculated 

theoretical fall ·velocities. The experimental results for each 

phi class were very consistent {table 1) . At the level of 

accuracy of the readings (1 decimal place for most sizes) 

differences between runs occurred only in the -2.0 phi, -0.5 

phi and +2.0 phi classes. The largest standard deviation was 

observed for the -2.0 phi class (a = 1.1 em/sec). Two factors 
X 

probably contributed to this deviation. First, because of the 

size of the spheres, only three particles were present in each 

run. Since these particles could range in size from -2.0 

phi to -2.5 phi their fall velocities may be expected to differ 

significantly. Second, these spheres did not settle with a 

uniform path. Erratic and unexplainable fluctuations in the 

fall direction occurred during settling which caused collisions 

with the sides of the settling tube. The deviations for the 

-0.5 phi and +2.0 phi class are not so easily explained. Per

haps they were due to unassignable operator errors such as in 

the rotation of the introduction device. Because this device 

is manual some experience is required in its operation. The 

main difficulty lies in rotating the cylinder without causing 

undue vibrations and turbulence. The operation must be per

formed smoothly but firmly. The procedure adopted was to ro
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tate the cylinder to the halfway position, pause for approxi

mately five seconds until fluctuations of the recorder pen 

ceased and then complete the rotation. In this manner a smooth 

distribution curve could be obtained (fig. 4a). 

Generally the experimental fall velocities were greater 

than those calculated theoretically for each sieve opening size. 

The exact reason for this is unknown, but most likely is caused 

by settling convection resulting from a relatively dense "cloud'' 

of sedimentary particles falling as a group. 

An uncalibrated overlay was constructed from the sett

ling velocities of single phi sizes for use with the multiple 

phi class distribution. In this study no attempt was made to 

calibrate the sediment analyzer because to do this hundreds of 

samples with known fall velocity distributions are required. 

Instead the main purpose was to determine the consistency or 

lack of consistency of the apparatus and .to determine how it 

could be improved. To this end the uncalibrated overlay was 

a sufficient tool. 

The 72 runs of the fine, intermediate and coarse 

distributions were analyzed with the overlay. A survey of the 

results (tables 2 and 3) and the averages ( tables 4 and 5) 

shows that for the smaller phi sizes the fall time of sediment 

for any given size class in a multiple size distribution is 

longer than the corresponding fall time when a single phi 

class is present. Conversely the coarsest two or three classes 

in a multiple distribution settle more quickly. These con
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elusions are based on a comparison of the sieve and experimental 

distributions. The quantitative expression of such deviations is 

what constitutes a calibration of the apparatus. The method for 

determining the fall time for each class in a multiple distri 

bution would be to use the recorded curve in the opposite sense 

to what was done in this study. Known cumulative percents are 

determined on the curve and the corresponding fall times are 

read off along the time scale at the bottom of the graph. 

The greater fall times for most classes in a multiple 

distribution can be explained by hindered settling. Consider 

first a single particle falling with a constant velocity in 

water. As the particle sinks the water flows up around it. 

vllien a large population of grains is present the upward flow 

around each grain tends to retard the fall of neighbouring 

grains. Because of this mutual interference the fall velocity 

of those grains settling in a "cloud'' is decreased. For the 

larger phi sizes in which settling velocity was increased the 

following explanation is proposed. Because the phi scale of 

size divisions is essentially logarithmic the fall velocity of 

sediment particles is distributed logarithmically when plotted 

against phi size. Therefore, in the coarser sand sizes the fall 

velocity for successive phi classes increases much more quickly 

than at the finer end of the scale. When a sample ranging in 

size from fine to coarse sand is introduced into the top of a 

sedimentation column the result is that the coarser sizes will 
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quickly move to the advancing front of the sinking sample and 

~eave the bulk of the sample behind. Then their fall veloci

ties are no longer hindered. This combined with the fact that 

after the initial introduction of the sediment the fall is 

momentarily accelerated accounts for ~he observed increase in 

settling velocity for the coarsest sizes. Clearly, settling 

convection and hindered settling vary greatly according to the 

type of sample. 

From Tables 2 and 3 it is apparent that, although the 

cumulative percentages for the sieve and experimental analyses 

are 4ifferent, they generally parallel one another. This sug

gests that the sorting characteristics. for the curves should be 

nearly identical. Probability plots of the experimental results 

(not shown) gave similar slopes, showing that this was indeed 

the case. Figure 7 shows that the maximum deviations between 

the sieve and experimental analyses occur in the central part 

of the distribution where the probability cumulative percent 

scale is compressed. 

Analysis of variance was used in this report to study 

the consistency of the apparatus and the effect of concentra

tion and sample distribution on experimental results. The 

basic experiment was to run three sample distributions, each 

at two concentrations, and this was repeated twelve times. The 

reason for this replication of design was to provide a more 

reliable estimate of the experimental error, and to decrease 

the estimate of the variance of designated factors in the 

1 
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experiment (Ostle, 1956}. 

The results suggest that oeer the range of sample sizes 

used {5 and 10 grams} little if any of the variance between runs 

can be attributed to concentration, except for the 1.0 phi 

class. No satisfactory explanation can be given to account for 

this one anomalous result. It is concluded that for samples of 

5 to 10 grains no attention is required to sample size in in

terpreting the curve analyses. 

Interaction may be defined as the differential response 

to one factor in combination with varying levels of a second r 

factor applied simultaneously (Ostle, 1956}. The result is 

that the two factors (sample size and distribution in this 

study) combine to produce a third effect. Fortuitously inter

action was not significant in the results except for two cases. 

Since interaction is a direct measure of the inconsistency of 

results between sample sizes and distributions it is concluded 

that the experiment yielded consistent results from this stand

·point. However, the standard deviation as seen in tables 4 

and 5 suggest that further study may be required to increase 

the precision of the apparatus. Once the maximum precision is 

achieved, accuracy can be increased by calibration of the 

sediment analyzer. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The rapid sediment analyzer built at McMaster Univer

sity will ultimately provide a fast and accurate method of 

determining the fall velocity distributions for sands. Ac

curacy can only be accomplished after a large number of sands 

with known fall velocity distributions have been analyzed. 

The experimental data suggests that the apparatus is 

capable of accurately determining percentiles even in the 

extreme fine and coarse tails of a distribution. Thus the 

calculation of statistical parameters which require the 5 and 

95 percentiles will provide no special difficulties. 

Observations indicate that further study should be ~ , 

undertaken to minimize the degree of operator experience re

quired to operate the introduction device. 
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